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Sect 1.0                          PANTHER ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS LTD, HEALTH & SAFETY STATEMENT
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd is a consultancy company, employing 5 people. We are totally committed to managing and conducting our
business, in harmony, with the protection of the environment, and the human health and the safety of our employees, contractors, customers and
the general public, by doing all that is reasonably practical to prevent injury or damage, arising out of our activities.
We recognise our employees may not all share one common language, and will take care that those who do not have English as their first
language fully understand the provisions made to ensure their Health & Safety.

To achieve this goal, the company will implement and maintain procedures, in so far as is reasonably practical to:
Ensure continued compliance with all National and E.U. statutory requirements and standards relating to environmental, health and safety.
Communicate the company, Health and Safety Policy to employees, contractors and visitors.
Make information on the company, Health and Safety Policy and Objectives available to all who work here, visit the company, the public and
other interested parties, on request.
Maintain and manage an effective programme of, health and safety awareness and training.
Continually assess company operations and review performance, through a risk assessment programme, with a goal to prevent accidents and
illnesses in the company workplace and in the client workplace.
Ensure that the Health and Safety Policy and Objectives have equality with other business interests.
Engage employees, in the company effort, to optimize health and safety and environmental performance.
Strategically plan health and safety in the company and client workplace, taking into account current statutory legislation

This Health and Safety Policy covers all activities at the Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd site, and has the full commitment and support
from management.  It is recognised that a safe and healthy working environment can only be maintained with co-operation from everyone.
Responsibility rests on all employees to co-operate in achieving the greatest possible level of environmental, health and safety in our company.
This statement and our management systems will be reviewed periodically in light of experience and ongoing changes in legislation and
company policy.

Signed: Date: 02/01/2019

Mike Fraher, Director



Section 2.0 Organizational Structure

Titles Director - Mike Fraher

Office and Field based - 5 Employees



Sect 3.0   Roles and Responsibilities:

Role of Director

Understanding the main requirements of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, 2005 and any other relevant legislation.

Allocating the necessary resources for health and safety thus achieving the sentiments of the company policy statement.

Ensuring that the organisational structure is appropriate to manage health and safety.

Provide a safety statement, which is relevant to company activities, and made known to all employees and others who may request it.

Assume ultimate responsibility for Health and Safety within the company.

Ensuring that the same management standards are applied to health and safety as other management functions.

Ensuring that health and safety is integrated into the management structure.

Ensuring that equal importance is given to health and safety.

Ensuring that adequate and clear safety assessment measures are in place to monitor the safety performance of the company and carry out audits
and workplace inspections of their areas of responsibilities.



Section 3.1   Roles of Employees

Employees within the company, according to the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act, 2005 are required to comply with the following:

It shall be the duty of every employee whilst in the employment of Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd to:
Comply with the relevant statutory provisions and all client heath and safety regulations, as appropriate, and take reasonable care to protect his
or her safety, health and welfare and the safety, health and welfare of any other person who may be affected by the employee’s acts or omissions
at work.

Ensure that he or she is not under the influence of an intoxicant to the extent that he or she is in such a as to endanger his or her own safety,
health and welfare at work or that of any other person.

If reasonably required by his or her employer, submit to any appropriate, reasonable and proportionate tests for intoxicants by, or under the
supervision of a registered medical practitioner who is a competent person.

Do not engage in improper conduct or other behaviour that is likely to endanger his/her own safety, health and welfare and that of any other
person who may be affected by his/her acts or missions while at work.

To attend such training and as appropriate undergo such assessment as may reasonably be required by his or her employer or as may be
prescribed relating to safety, health and welfare at work or relating to the work carried out by the employee.

To have regard to his or her training and the instructions given by his or her employer make correct use of any article or substance provided for
use by the employee at work or for the protection of his or her safety, health and welfare at work, including protective clothing or equipment.

To co-operate with Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd Management and any other person to such extent as will enable Panther Environmental
Solutions Ltd or the other person to comply with any of the relevant statutory provisions.

To use in such manner so as to provide the protection intended, any suitable appliance, protective clothing, convenience, equipment or other
means or thing provided (whether for his/her use alone or for use by him/her in common with others) for securing his safety, health or welfare
while at work. PPE should be worn, checked for faults, as advised in training and stored in lockers provided.



To report to the client Safety Officer or his/her immediate supervisor without unreasonable delay, any defects in plant, equipment, place of work,
or system of work, all hazardous occurrences which might endanger safety, health or welfare, of which he/she becomes aware. The relevant
site/client “Near Miss or Safety Alert Form” should be completed for this purpose or direct contact to the immediate manager within the area.

No person shall intentionally or recklessly interfere with or misuse or damage any appliance, protective clothing, convenience, equipment or
other means or thing provided in pursuance of any of the relevant statutory provisions or otherwise, for securing the safety, health or welfare of
persons arising out of work activities.

To make correct use of machinery, apparatus tools, dangerous substances, transport, equipment and other means of production.

Report the following to his or her employer or to any other appropriate person, as soon as practicable.

Any work being carried on or likely to be carried on, in a manner which may endanger the safety, health and welfare at work of the employee or
that of any other person.

Any defect in the place of work, the systems of work, any article or substance which might endanger the safety, health and welfare at work of the
employee or that of any other person or;

Any breaking of the relevant statutory provisions which may endanger the safety, health and welfare at work of the employee or that of any other
person of which he or she is aware.

Whilst it is the aim of Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd to promote a no blame culture, it is recognised that any Team Member not adhering
to Company's Safety Rules may be subject to disciplinary action.

All Staff are reminded that they have specific statutory duty under the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005 and the General Application
Regulations 2007 to adhere to legislation.



Section 4.0 Resources available

To ensure and secure the safety, health and welfare of all team members, Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd dedicates the following
resources:

Competent person responsible for health and Safety

Health and Safety Budget

Induction training

General training as per requirements

Competent staff

Suitable premises with adequate wash and rest facilities

Suitable machinery and equipment

Suitable personal protective clothing and equipment where necessary

Suitable and safe entry and egress to all work areas

Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd commits itself to continually dedicate the financial and any other resources necessary, to ensure as far as is
reasonably practicable the safety, health and welfare of its employees.



Section 5 Accident and Near Miss Reporting
All accidents and Near Misses are to be reported to client and then PES Ltd immediately. Any employee working on site has to report all
incidents or accidents prior to leaving site. An accident / incident book will be kept by PES Ltd.
Any accident resulting in over 3 days lost time shall be reported to the Health and Safety authority.
The purpose is to give immediate first aid if needed and to investigate the cause and put controls in place to avoid reoccurrence.

Section 6 Risk Assessment
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd is committed to achieving and maintaining high standards of health and safety for all its team members,
visitors and others. To do this requires the identification of hazards, which threaten health and safety, an evaluation of the risks which arise from
those hazards and a careful selection of sensible, practical precautions which will protect against them. This process is termed risk assessment.
Risk assessments will be carried out periodically as a check on our performance in safely managing the work and protecting health.
For specific risk areas, we have specific policies. This is our general policy on risk assessment. The requirements made within this policy should
be strictly adhered to at all times.
As per Section 19 of the Health, Safety & Welfare at Work Act 2005, every employer has a duty to conduct suitable and sufficient risk
assessments and record the results.  Therefore, Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd has identified the key hazards of the business together with
qualitative written assessment of the risks and control measures for all areas of work, in so far as is reasonably practical. In recent years specific
regulations have called for specific risk assessments e.g. manual handling assessments, machine guarding and chemical risk assessments.
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd has completed all necessary risk assessments in a comprehensive manner suitable to the requirements of
the plant. Company rules and procedures have been devised as a result of risk assessment.
The purpose of risk assessments is to meet legislative requirements, prevent accidents, provide a framework for auditing & identify steps to
reduce risk.
Definitions:
Hazard: Potential for anything to cause harm to people, often described as an accident waiting to happen.   The sources of harm can

include equipment, power supplies, work methods, substances etc.
Risk: Is the likelihood of the harm/risk actually occurring.



Section 7 Responsibilities
Management Team
Supply resources and ensure that the risk assessment process remains on track for each client.
Employees
Read risk assessments, highlight any deficiencies in existing risk assessments and make appropriate personnel aware of the situation.  Highlight
any hazards to appropriate personnel or changes needed in risk assessment.

Section 8 Risk Assessment Process
Introduction
Before carrying out the risk assessment, examine all available information. This could include a full and detailed description of the work
processes being assessed, the accident history of the work area, any in-house or external information related to the type of work.  Get as much
employee involvement as possible when completing risk assessments.

General Risk Assessment
When carrying out a risk assessment first looks at the whole task to be carried out and break it into step by step activities.  This will help to keep
your assessment consistent.  The risk assessment can be completed by area, job or task; this will differ depending on the risks involved.

Steps 1 - Identify the task
Broad description, spraying using pesticides

Step 2 - Define the activity
Break the task down into bite size chunks.

Step 3 - Identify the hazards
When conducting a risk assessment, list all the hazards associated with the task.  Look under the headings of: Equipment being used, the
environment it is used in, people at risk, and materials being used.
Identify the hazards. Examples of hazards include: chemicals, machine operations, people, trips, manual handling, confined spaces, fire etc…



Step 4 - Who is at risk and how
Once you have identified the hazards, identify who is at risk from them and how.  Identify everyone who comes into contact with the hazard
including people not directly involved e.g. visitors to the area. Give special attention to vulnerable people involved in the activity e.g. young
persons or pregnant women.

Step 5 identifying existing controls
When considering people think about the organisational factors involved in the task/job. When carrying out a risk assessment consider the
controls already in place which minimise risk, if the risk still exists with these controls in place, extra controls may be needed to further
minimise the risk

Step 6 - Assign a risk rating
A risk rating is used to identify significance and prioritise actions.
As well as identifying the key hazards at the plant for all employees, contractors and visitors the risks associated with each hazard(s) has been
evaluated on the basis of the frequency/ exposure to such hazards together with potential consequences of harm.
How likely is it that the hazardous event will occur, for example if a piece of machinery is well guarded it may be rare that it will occur.

Step 7 - Are any further controls necessary?
Once the risk rating has been assigned it will give some idea of whether extra measures are needed and how soon they should be actioned. When
considering further controls, there is a hierarchy to be used.



The full hierarchy of controls is as follows:

imination
Substitution
Enclosure / Contain / Guard
Safe system of work / Distance / Isolate
Written procedures
Training
Information (signs etc.)
Personal protective equipment. REMEMBER: P.P.E. MUST ALWAYS BE THE LAST RESORT

Step 8 – Action Plan
An action plan can then be created. This must list further controls necessary together with dates for closure of actions and details of who is
responsible to reduce the level of risk to a satisfactory level.

Step 9 – Review
Completed assessments must be reviewed at a minimum once per year, if there is a significant change (in the process, personnel, equipment etc)
or if there is an incident / accident relating to the activity.  Changes to risk assessments must be communicated to the relevant personnel.



Section 9 Tasks performed by Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd employees

General office duties

Use of visual display units (VDUs), i.e. laptops and desktops

Lone worker: soil sampling

Noise assessments

Bund and Tank Assessments

Waste Audits

Odour assessments

Site visits and reports

Site training courses

Section 10 Common hazards and risks
As per Section 19 of the Health, Safety & Welfare at Work Act 2005, Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd has identified the key hazards within
the company together with qualitative written assessment of the risks and control measure for each Department.  In recent years, specific
regulations have called for specific risk assessments e.g. confined space risk assessments and chemical risk assessments.



Section 11. Major Potential Hazards:

The major potential hazards, which employees in the company could encounter include:

Slips, Trips Falls Chemicals
Noise Burns (Hot Water, chemical)
Machinery Animals
Hand Tools Work Related Upper Limb Disorder
Electrical Manual Handling
Machine Guarding Ergonomics
Lone Working Fire
Confined spaces

Major Potential Hazards:
Each one will be reviewed individually.

11.1 Slips Trips and Falls
Slips, trips and falls on the level, and falls from height, are common causes of injury to people working in areas where maintenance or
construction work is carried out, due to poor housekeeping regimes.

Risks associated with bad housekeeping:
Slips trips and falls
Cuts / Puncture falls
Falling objects
Fire



Good Housekeeping Procedures to prevent Slips, Trips and Falls
Keep the work area tidy
Clean as you go policy.
Safety boots must be worn at all times
Clean up spillages as they occur.
Clean up small smooth particles generated from task being carried out, should be cleared up immediately.
Areas where debris is created, as part of work being carried out, should be cordoned off and signs put in place, alerting others to the hazards.
Route cables and hoses away from designated walkways. Cables should be secured to floor if they are trailing over designated pedestrian or
traffic routes.
Avoid working in poorly lit areas.
Never permit sheeting to cover obscure gaps or openings.
Ensure oil and grease is cleaned from immediately after use.
Tools and equipment should be returned to their designated storage place after use.
Use designated walkways and steps provided. Do not climb.

11.2 Good Housekeeping procedures to prevent Cuts and Puncture Wounds:
Carry pair of gloves at all times and wear them when there is a risk of hand injury
Protruding bars should be capped or cut off. In the event of this not being possible they should be flagged as a hazard
Sharp edged tools should be stored in their correct place.

Good house keeping procedures to prevent falling objects
Never throw materials or tools from a height
Stack loose tools or materials in a way that prevents items falling
Never stack loose items higher than the height of the toe board
Keep gangways and passage ways clear of tools or materials.
Cables, materials or tools should not be left trailing over, or hanging from walkways gangways or working platforms



11.3 Good house keeping procedures to prevent Fire
Smoking is only permitted in designated areas on a site.
Keep fire escape routes and fire fighting equipment, clear of all obstructions particularly combustible materials
Return flammable materials, gas cylinders etc. to designated storage areas after use.
Always ensure that flammable materials are stored away from combustible materials, for example polythene, cardboard, insulation and timber
All chemicals, should be labelled, bottles or drums secured and returned to designated storage area, after use.

11.4 Noise
In accordance with current legislation and securing best practice, in order to prevent hearing loss due to noise at work, we have taken the
following steps:
Legally it is a requirement to provide Hearing Protection where noise levels are greater than 80 dBA.
Legally it is a requirement to ensure Hearing Protection is worn where noise levels are greater than 85 dBA.
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd, as best practice, enforces that hearing Protection where noise levels are greater than 80 dBA.
There is a commitment to reduce noise exposure to the lowest level practicable including reduction of noise at source.
Provide information on noise hazards, risks to hearing and improvement measures.

11.5 Burns
There are a number of potential hazards associated with the handling/use of chemicals/acid and hot water.   These can result in:
Spill Hazards
Burn Hazards
Chemical Hazards
To minimise these potential hazards involved we have taken the following steps:
We conduct regular safety audits by area, which help highlight safety hazards and have them eliminated.
Provide of relevant suitable protective equipment where necessary.
Awareness training in the hazards associated with the areas within which they work and training in the necessary control measures
Provide of First Aid, Emergency Eye Wash and Shower facilities throughout the plant.
Provision of MSDS sheets for all hazard material/chemicals on site.
Hot Work Permits are required when carrying out Hot Work such as welding, grinding etc



11.6 Manual Handling
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd accepts its duties under Health and Safety legislation in relation to Manual Handling. Where possible
equipment is provided to reduce the risk to Risk assessments have been conducted and employees are given instruction in safe manual handling
techniques.
Manual Handling assessments have been conducted giving regard to the task, individual, load and environment.

11.7 Confined Spaces
The term CONFINED SPACE means any place including any vessel, chamber, tank, vat, silo, pit, bund, trench, pipe, sewer, well or other similar
space in which, by virtue of its enclosed nature, there is a risk of serious injury of such a nature as to require emergency action due to existing
potential hazardous conditions including:

 Presence of flammable or explosive atmospheres or combustible materials.
 Presence of liquid, gas, fume, vapour, free flowing solid, or the lack of oxygen.
 Excessive temperature.

Prior to entering any confined space, a confined space permit should be issued by the site/customer H&S Manager.
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd employees must have received appropriate confined space training before carrying out relevant work.
Breathing apparatus, safety harness and line, first aid equipment and portable fire fighting equipment should be readily available if needed.
The observers responsibility is to rescue and / or call for help. Under no circumstances should rescue personnel enter the Confined Space unless
they are wearing breathing apparatus.

11.8 Purchasing and Use of Work Equipment
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd has a duty to do all that is reasonably practical to ensure the Health Safety and Welfare of all those who are
engaged in work in Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd, in the purchase, provision and use of equipment and machinery.
Equipment and machinery should be fit for purpose and safe to use, by all who come in contact with it, in accordance with legislation and
company policy. This also applies to machines or equipment on lease or trial. The controls in place for equipment covers any activity involving
work equipment, including starting or stopping the equipment, its use, repair, modification, maintenance, servicing and cleaning.
Company rules should be adhered to at all times should be strictly adhered to at all times.



The company will ensure all necessary measures are taken so that work equipment is suitable for the work intended or is properly adapted for
that purpose and may be used by team members without risk to their safety and health.

In selecting work equipment, the company will take into account the specific working conditions, characteristics and hazards in the place of
work having regard to the safety and health of its team members and any additional hazards posed by the use of such equipment.

Where it is not possible fully to ensure that work equipment can be used by team members without risk to their safety and health, appropriate
measures are taken to minimise any such risk and team members will be made aware of this through their supervisor.

Where work equipment is likely to involve a specific risk to the safety or health of employees, the company will ensure that:

The use of such equipment is restricted to those team members required to use it.
In cases of work involving repairs, modifications and maintenance or servicing of such work equipment, the team members concerned are
competent to carry out such work.

The company will ensure that adequate training, information and where appropriate, written instruction on work equipment is provided as
required under legislation.

An employee has to be trained and authorised to use work equipment in the company.

All employees are required to use work equipment in accordance with the training and information received.

All team members are required to report immediately to their supervisor, any faults or malfunction in work equipment

All work equipment where necessary, will at the minimum, be guarded to the requirements of legislation. Where deemed necessary by the
company, additional guarding or safety devices will be fitted.

Any modifications made to work equipment will be made known to relevant personnel, for risk assessment prior to use.

Removal of guarding or bypassing of interlocks or any failure in the safety mechanism is strictly forbidden.



Hand and Power Tools
Hand tools and power tools have become vital components in nearly all tasks we do. For this reason, training in the correct use of these tools is
essential

Hazards associated with use of Power and Hand tools – Cobra combi
Not suited to the task
Use of hand held tools around electrical equipment
Use of handheld tools when working from elevations
Use of damaged tools
Not securing object being worked on
Expulsion of debris
Slips and traps
Hand / arm vibration

Safety Considerations
Refer to manufacturer’s guidelines prior to use
Only trained and authorised personnel should use equipment.
Ensure correct PPE is being worn as per guidelines
Always inspect equipment prior to use
Report any damaged or defective equipment
Plan work prior to starting
Always use the correct tool for the job
Ensure all power has been isolated before changing or repairing parts of the equipment
Be comfortable with the equipment you are using
Never hold a tool or object while it is being struck by someone else

S.I.R. – Selection, Inspection, and Rejection is a good rule of thumb to apply when using hand or power tools



11.9 Machinery and Guarding - Hydraulic systems
Accidents involving pressurised hydraulic oil can easily lead to the loss of a hand or limb due to gangrene. If
a high-pressure oil leak comes into contact with the skin, the pressure of the oil (2000-2500 psi) can be so great that it penetrates the skin and
enters the blood stream.
Examine hydraulic pipes before using hydraulic equipment. Repair or replace damaged pipes or couplings before use.
Never place a finger near any leak in a hydraulic hose pipe, no matter how small the leak. This is likely to cause infection and possibly the loss
of a limb.
Seek immediate medical assistance if even the smallest amount of oil is forced under the skin.
Maintain all tractor components, including hydraulics, u-guard and hitches

11.10 Using vehicles on public roads
Ensure that your licence and insurance are appropriate for the particular road use. Ensure that mirrors, indicators, lights and wipers are in
working order and clean for good visibility, as required by the Road Traffic Acts.

Vehicle parking
As vehicles vary in operating procedures, always follow the instructions in the operator’s handbook. When parking a vehicle:
Stop the engine and leave the fuel-control stop in the shut-off position.
Apply the hand brake securely.
Park vehicles on level ground, where possible.
Leave the vehicle in gear. If on a slope, use the reverse gear.
If facing downhill and low forward gear if facing uphill.

Use wheel stops if necessary to prevent a vehicle rolling from its parked position.
Lower the hydraulic implements and loaders to the ground.
Remove the key if there is a risk of the vehicle being started by an unauthorised person.



General safety precautions
The doors and roofs of safety cabs should be kept in place both for comfort and to prevent ejection of the driver should the tractor overturn.
All drivers should wear suitable clothing.
Avoid wearing long flapping coats or loose belts which may catch on moving parts or controls.
Sound, non-slip footwear should be worn.
If provided, seatbelts should be worn.
Loose tools, or anything that might interfere with the tractor controls or cause injury in an accident, should not be carried in the safety cab.
When moving off, always make sure that nobody risks being run over, particularly when you are reversing.

Prevent vehicle from overturning
The following factors cause overturning: gradient, speed, towed or mounted loads, and operator’s lack of ability and experience, the mechanical
condition of the vehicle.
Always take extreme care to ensure that a vehicle does not overturn.
Always assess the slope and ground conditions before doing machinery work on slopes.
Consider if it is worth taking the risk of operating on sloping ground.
Avoid quick, sharp turns.
If a tractor is about to overturn, do not attempt to jump clear. Stay in the cab and hold on to the steering wheel.
Precautions when driving on slopes
If you use tractors or equipment on slopes, carefully assess the risk of overturning.

DO’s
Consider your land-use options and don’t use a tractor or vehicle if you can avoid doing so.
Make sure you are familiar with the slope. Walk the slope before driving on it.
Use a four-wheel-drive tractor.
Select the right gear before approaching the slope, to avoid gear change on the slope.
Use engine braking when you drive down a slope.
Keep as much weight uphill as possible.
Turn uphill if working across a slope.



DON’T’S
Don’t drive on a slope that is too steep for a vehicle/machine.
Don’t assume that you can drive down a slope just because you drove up as the distribution of weight change.
Don’t change gear or stop on a slope.
Don’t turn downhill when working across a slope.
Don’t drive close to banks, ditches or water courses.
Don’t use the brakes when going downhill.
Don’t drive too fast on slopes.
Trailer braking
Tractors are now pulling increasingly heavy trailer loads; gross weights of 10-20 tonnes are being hauled, both on the field and by road.
Effective trailer brakes can dramatically reduce both the distance required for stopping and the possibility of jack-knifing.
The most satisfactory system is using powered brakes worked off the tractor hydraulic system. The trailer’s brake valve, which controls the
trailer brakes, is operated by the tractor brake pedal.
This control system should be specified for all new tractors (over 55 Kw) used for drawing heavy loads.

Maintenance
ATVs require on-going maintenance as specified by the manufacturer.
Check
Tyre pressures are correct
Brakes give a straight stop
The throttle operates smoothly in all steering positions
Many ATVs have no differential, so the vehicle speed and placing of your body weight is crucial for safe cornering.
If, when driving on a slope, you suddenly increase speed or place your body weight and loads incorrectly, the ATV may overturn rearwards.
A guidance leaflet on the safe use of ATVs in agriculture and forestry is available on the HSA website.



11.11 Farm machinery
Operate the equipment from the correct position. Never get into a ‘trap zone’ between a hydraulically operated machine-part and a tractor.
Maintenance and adjustments
Make sure that the machine is in a safe operating condition.
All guards and safety devices must be in place and functioning correctly.
Make sure that machines and trailed equipment are correctly attached to the tractor or vehicle.
When attaching a machine, take the correct position in order to avoid getting crushed.
Always stop the machine and the tractor before attempting to carry out maintenance work or to free a blockage. Getting caught in a machine
mechanism poses a high risk of machinery and equipment deaths.
Make sure that the machine is adequately supported before working under any machine part where you could get crushed.
Always turn off the PTO (Power Take Off) and the tractor before attempting to free a blockage or adjust a machine

Fixed guards
Fixed guards must always be kept in place. These prevent entanglement in drive shafts, chains and sprockets or v-belt and pulley drives.
Fixed guards are made from sheet metal, mesh or polypropylene. The guard should ensure that no part of your body can reach the danger zone.
Fixed guarding of older machines should be upgraded in line with the guarding on newer models.
Maintain fixed guards in good condition and refit after maintenance work
Do not use a machine unless all guards are in place
Power take-off guarding
Guarding should be to the correct Standard. . A power shaft guard should comply with the requirements of European Standard CEN 1152.
Checklist when using PTO shafts:
Rotating PTO shafts must be totally enclosed by the guard. Make sure that the guard matches the shaft both in length and size.
The machine end, o-guard and the tractor-end U-guard must be in place.
There should be a 5cm overlap between the PTO guard and the u- and o - guards.
Maintain all fixed guards on machinery
The PTO should be greased regularly and should rotate on its bearings. It should not rotate with the power drive.
The chain or rope at both ends of the PTO should be clipped together and then clipped to the tractor or machine to prevent it turning.
Make sure that drawbar pins or tractor tyres on tight turns do not damage the guard.
A stand should be provided to support the PTO and guard when not in use.



Hydraulic drives
Use of hydraulic motors is an alternative to power drives in modern machinery. Consider this alternative, when you are purchasing new
equipment.
Examination and Testing of Lifting Equipment
Maintenance of lifting components of equipment used to lift loads such as a forklift truck, telehandler or tractor loader is crucial to prevent
accidents due to collapse.
It is a legal requirement to have such equipment examined at periodic intervals by a competent person.
Equipment used to lift materials should be examined at 14 -month intervals, while equipment used to lift people and lifting accessories for lifting
materials such as slings, hooks, etc should be examined at 6-month intervals.
Fixed lifting equipment must be tested as part of a thorough examination before being used for the first time, while all lifting equipment must be
tested after any substantial alteration or repair affecting its strength or stability.
It is a requirement that hydraulically- operated machines used to lift more than 1,000 Kg to be fitted with check valves on circuits to the lifting
cylinders or some other suitable device to prevent collapse in the event of hydraulic failure.

Clothing
Loose or torn clothing should not be worn when you are working near machinery. It is best to wear well-fitting overalls with zipped pockets and
safety boots with steel toe-caps.
Power-shaft guarding is crucial, especially where the equipment is used in a stationary position

Compressed air/tyres
Air compressors can operate at a pressure of 150 psi or more, and can explode if not maintained.
This can arise due to a crack in the compressor tank or a faulty safety valve.
An inspection by a competent person is required every 24 months.
Always use a high-quality pressure gauge to make sure that a tyre is inflated to the correct pressure, and to prevent it from bursting due to
excessive pressure.
When inflating a tyre fitted to a split rim, always use a safety cage or an airline extension.



11.12 Chemicals
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd has a duty to do all that is reasonably practical to purchase and provide substances, ingredients and
chemicals that are fit for purpose and safe to use, by all who come in contact with it, in accordance with legislation and company policy. This
policy also covers the above on trial. Prior to any chemical, which have potential to cause harm, or ill effect on its user, Panther Environmental
Solutions Ltd will assess the risks as per information received on the Material Safety Data Sheet. A risk assessment must be carried out on the
product prior to its use. The appropriate controls will be applied and trained out to relevant employees

Working with chemicals:
Types: fungicides, herbicides, pesticides:
MSDS provided by the supplier is available
Register of all chemicals used is in place
PPE (coveralls, face mask, nitrile gloves, Wellingtons)
Chemicals are handled and used by a competent persons
All chemicals are kept in the correctly labelled containers
All chemicals are securely stored in a dedicated area as per instructions on MSDS
All chemicals are correctly disposed of as per MSDS and local rules

Group 1: Common products: fertilisers, fuel (including diesel), oils, wood preservatives, hydraulic lubrication and gear oil
These substances are generally inactive chemicals but some may still present a safety and health hazard to the user. Many have flammable
characteristics, so care must be taken when they are being handled handling and in storage.
Some products, such as diesel and certain paints, can give rise to skin sensitisation, causing rashes.
Precautions include avoiding exposure and wearing suitable gloves.
Red oxide paint, for spraying onto metal surfaces of farm buildings, has lead content. Take care to prevent inhalation, especially during spray
painting. Stripping paint from old buildings involves similar lead hazards.
The lead content of older paints is much higher than that of modern ones, as they were manufactured before the implications of lead toxicity
were fully realised.



Group 2: Acids and bases
Acids
Products in this group are generally chemically active and normally corrosive. The main safety and health risks include contact with skin and
eyes and problems with inhalation and ingestion, resulting in problems with internal linings of the body.
This group includes formic and sulphuric acids, used in the preservation of silage, and propionic acids for grain preservation. Take great care
when decanting acids and, where possible, use enclosed pump systems.
Use protective equipment covering the face, hands and skin to avoid serious burns. Since fumes from acids can be dangerous, consider
protection against inhalation.
Bases
These products are mainly associated with cleaning and disinfectants. Products such as bleach (sodium hypochlorite) and caustic soda (sodium
hydroxide) are in daily use on farms.
The main risk is corrosion, caused by coming into direct contact with skin and eyes. Bases also dissolve the fatty tissues of the skin and so
remove the body’s natural protection, leaving the body vulnerable to infection.
To prevent contact with the body, make sure that equipment (such as milking machines) is properly maintained, and wear protective equipment
when handling the concentrated forms.
Acids and bases should be kept apart when stored, to avoid the risk of chemical reactions.
Group 3: Plant Protection Products
These products include herbicides, insecticides and fungicides. The use of pesticides is regulated by the Pesticide Control Service of the
Department of Agriculture and Food.
When preparing to use pesticides, it is very important to read and comply with all the instructions supplied with the product.
Pouring and tank-mixing pesticides, prior to application is the time of greatest risk. Wear personal protective equipment to prevent contact with
the concentrated product.
Pesticide labels/ packaging
All pesticides sold within the EU are controlled by strict legislation covering packaging and labelling. A
Material Safety Data Sheet for every chemical, giving further safety and health information, is available from the supplier on request.
The following hazard symbols may be found on pesticide labels.



Hazard warning symbols
Chemicals should be stored in a locked store.

E Explosive                            F Highly flammable                   T Toxic                         C Corrosive Xi Irritant

Oxidizing                                F+ Extremely flammable           T+ Very Toxic Xn Harmful              N  Dangerous for  the environment

Use of Sprayer
Sprayer design and operation
When purchasing a sprayer, be alert to design features that minimise the risk of contamination, including low-level fillers and steps to gain
access to the tank lid.
The sprayer should be checked thoroughly before the season starts, and regularly during the season.
The key safety features to check are: hose condition; nozzles; pressure gauge; filters and controls.
Use of a clean water supply, from a mains supply, minimises the risk of nozzle blockage and contamination.
Operation of sprayer:
PPE (coveralls, face mask, nitrile gloves, Wellingtons);
The vehicle is maintained in a sound and safe condition;
The operator handbook is available;
The vehicle is operated only by those who know how to operate it safely;
The controls are clearly ordered and marked; brakes in good working condition; hand brake fully operational;
The hydraulic hoses are in good condition; the mirrors, lights, indicators and wipers are all functioning



11.13 Soil sampling
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd is aware of the hazards when employees are taking soil samples.
To prevent injury Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd are committed to providing competent Persons.
P P E – Goggles, Nitrile gloves, anti vibration gloves, Safety clothes, Safety Footwear. Dust masks in dusty areas.
Lone workers are provided with mobile phones and ring back to base at regular intervals.
Information provided on Weil’s disease. All cuts to be bandaged and protective gloves worn.

11.14 Office safety
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd recognises whilst working in offices poses a lower risk than working as a field worker, duties of employers
extends to office based staff.
Work equipment is fit for purpose and relative to tasks conducted
Portable appliances are PAT tested.
Good housekeeping is promoted in offices
All electrical items are switched off when not in use
There is adequate fire protection in office. Smoke alarms, fire extinguishers
VDU assessments conducted annually.
Equipment, i.e. desks, chairs, computer screens are adaptable to individual
Adequate storage facilities are provided in offices
Use nitrile gloves when adding toner to photocopiers or changing print cartridges



Section 12 Occupational First Aid:
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd has a duty to provide adequate First Aid facilities to its employees, to do all that is reasonably practical to
preserve life.
First Aiders require certified training.
Contact numbers for emergency services available

Section 13 Welfare Facilities
Toilet facility provided
Soap and towels provided.
Drinking water is provided.
Canteen facilities available

Section 14 Emergency Preparedness and Response
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd recognises that planning for emergency situations, can reduce the severity of incidents.
Fire fighting equipment on site
Fire Drills conducted at regular intervals
MSDS sheets for all chemicals
Chemical storage facilities in place
Chemical spillage containment in place

Section 15 Raising Concern
To ensure that any issue of concern, affecting the Health Safety and Welfare of Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd employees, is dealt with in
a dignified manner, and is given immediate priority.
If for any reason an employee feels that a job is unsafe to do, or they should not do it, that they are being bullied or harassed, they should bring it
to the attention of the manager.
Review
Any issue raised must be risk assessed to ensure any issues arising from concern, are addressed if necessary, or to reaffirm that all Health &
Safety issues have been dealt with in the previous assessment



Section 16 Review of Safety Statement
Panther Environmental Solutions Ltd Safety Statement will be reviewed periodically every 12 months and will be revised should any of the
following occur:
Where a new department is created
If a new process is developed
Where there is a transfer of safety responsibilities
If there are any changes in the company premises
Where there are changes in Health and Safety legislation
If there are changes in Technology
When corrective actions, are implemented, due to an incident, near miss or dangerous occurrence.
Any changes will be reported in the Revision History table.
Changes to Safety Statement will be passed on to all employees.

Signed

Mike Fraher, Managing Director

Date 02/01/2019



General Risk Assessments



Hazard Identified
Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Manual Handling
General
Covers all areas
including office areas

Back strain / injury
Repetitive Strain
Injury
WRULD)

3 3 5 45 Manual Handling Training general and specific
Mechanical Lifting Equipment
Cargo Lifts / Hoists
Conveyer Belts
Trolleys / Tote Bins
Rotation of personnel in place where it’s not possible to remove repetitive work.

Noise
In identified areas
<80dBa provide
protection
<85dBa Enforce use of
protection

Early Hearing Loss
Noise Induced
Hearing Loss
Temporary Hearing
Loss

3 3 1 9 Noise Prevention Programme in place
Provision of hearing protection with suitable and adequate training
Adequate signage in place
Hearing Checks available on written request to the Health and Safety Officer

Slips
Trips
Falls
Spillages / Wet Floors
General
Non-chemical spillage

Various personal
injury

3 3 5 45 Suitable flooring
Cleaning Program in place
Immediate cleanup of spillages
Suitable storage
Workplaces kept clean and tidy
No running in any part of the premises
Cleaning / Wet Floors signs available for use as required
Ppe provided – special grip Wellington and boots.

Dust in work areas
Inhalation
Fire hazard

Occupational lung
disease
Cause of fire

1 1 0.5 0.5 Suitable storage provided for materials
Suitable dust masks provided
SOPs for relevant areas

Lighting
Loss of light
Poor Lighting

could result in an
accident causing
personal or property
loss

2 2 0.5 2 Lighting is checked
Immediate reporting of faults in lighting
Light tubes are all fitted will suitable covers for protection in the event of a tube
exploding or shattering



Hazard Identified
Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Drain Covers
Removing for cleaning
Removing for
maintenance purposes

Foot / ankle injury
Hand / arm injury
Back injury

2 3 5 30 Suitable drains in all areas, with flush finish to flooring where necessary
Suitable handles / lifters in place where necessary
Any damage to drains should be reported to the Maintenance Department
While a drain cover is removed the drain must be left attended or unmarked
Drain covers should not be removed whilst production is in progress.

Movement  of vehicles
in and around the
internal and external
premises
Forklifts
Lorries / Vans
Cars
Fire Hazard

Various personal
injury
Property damage

3 4 5 60 Fulltime Security Person in place
Adequate and suitable car parking facilities
Adequate lighting in place
Only rained and authorised Forklift Operators can operate forklifts
Suitable forklifts in place with adequate maintenance carried out
No passengers allowed on forklift trucks
Safe working loads identified
Designated battery charging area
Suitable transport contractors employed
Suitable internal and external surfaces and routes
Safety footwear provided for all staff

Pallet Trucks
Use of electric and
manual pallet trucks
through the internal and
external premises
Fire Hazard

Various personal
injury
Property damage

3 3 5 45 Only trained and authorised staff can operate pallet trucks
Suitable pallet trucks in place with adequate maintenance carried out
No passengers allowed on pallet trucks
Only trained and authorised persons may use pallet trucks
Safe working loads identified
Designated battery charging area
Suitable internal and external surfaces and routes
Safety footwear provided for all staff

Storage of materials
and packaging
Damaged
Incorrectly stored

Pallets
Broken or damage
Badly stacked

Manual handling
injuries
Various personal
injury
Property damage
from items falling
etc.

2 2 5 20 Adequate storage areas provided with suitable shelving / racking
Stacking is maintained at a safe and suitable height
Climbing on racking is not allowed
Defective pallets will be removed and taken out of use or repaired
Suitable PPE provided
Items stored in the proper designated area



Hazard Identified
Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Knives
Misuse or poor storage
Incorrect handling
Damaged or worn
Butcher Knives
Misuse or poor storage
Improper handling
Damaged or worn
knives

Cuts
Stab wounds
Injury to others

Cuts
Stab Wounds
Injury to others

1

1

2

2

5

5

10

10

Safety knifes are used in all production areas to reduce the level of use of knifes in
the company
Training provided in the use of knifes
Damaged or worn knifes replaced as necessary or properly sharpened
Scabbards provided for carrying knifes
Safety gloves available
Training provided as necessary and authorised use only
Authorised use only
Necessary training provided
Chain mail glove on non cutting hand and anti cut glove on cutting hand to be
worn at all times
.

Machines and
Equipment
Trapping
Entanglement
Ejection of machine
parts or frozen particles
of food
Contact with moving
parts
Contact with hot or
cold parts
Fire hazard
Electrical hazard

Various personal
injury
Harm to other
machines,
equipment or
property

3 3 5 45 Machines and Equipment will conform to appropriate legislation and machinery
standards
Machines and equipment purchased from suitable suppliers
Full Purchase agreement required for new equipment purchase
Safe and suitable work layout
Hazard and Risk Assessments carried out as required
Training provided as necessary
Only trained and authorised staff can operate machines or equipment
Machines and equipment are included as part of the Preventative Maintenance
Programme
Adequate and suitable guarding and safety devices are provided as necessary
Suitable and safe power sources to all machines and equipment
Suitable PPE provided where necessary



Hazard Identified
Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Maintenance, repair and
inspection of machines
\ equipment
Hazards as identified
under Machines and
Equipment - above

Various personal
injury
Harm to other
machines,
equipment or
property

2 2 5 20 As identified above under Machines and Equipment
Only trained and authorised persons can carry out maintenance, repair and
inspection work.
All such work will be recorded
Lock Out \ Tag Out System will be used where required
Live electrical work on machines and equipment will only be used as a last
resort and under strict maintenance procedures

Portable Tools
Ejection of materials
being worked on
Breakage of blades
Sharp edges, drill bit
etc.
Defective equipment
Incorrect use, or wrong
tool for job

Various personal
injury
Injury to others
Harm to other
machines,
equipment or
property

2 2 5 20 Portable Tools will conform to appropriate legislation and standards
They will be purchased from suitable suppliers
Safe and suitable work layout
Hazard and Risk Assessments carried out as required
Training provided as necessary
Only trained and authorised staff may operate or use portable tools
Portable Tools are included as part of the Preventative Maintenance Programme
where required
Tools will be kept clean and in good order
Tools will be stored properly
Cutting blades \ edges will be kept sharp
Adequate and suitable guarding and safety devices will be provided as necessary
Suitable and safe power sources to portable tools
Suitable PPE provided where necessary

Gas Cylinders
Fire \ explosion
Release of toxic or
noxious substances
Manual handling of
cylinders
The gas itself because
of it’s chemical and
physical properties

Manual handling
injuries
Burns
Inhalation
Property damage

2 4 1 8 Cylinders will be suitable for there use
Cylinders will be stored in accordance with manufactures instructions and
chained as required
Cylinders are inspected on arrival
Cylinder valves will always be opened slowly and valves will be kept clean
Damaged cylinders will be removed to a remote part of the site at once
Suitable trolleys are provided for moving cylinders
On discovering a leak, the area will be immediately evacuated
Only trained and authorised persons may handle or use compressed gas
cylinders



Hazard Identified
Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Ladders – fixed and
mobile
Ladder slipping
Falls
Slips \ falls on damaged
or broken rungs
Injury to others or
property while moving
and using ladders

Various personal
injury
Injury to others
Harm to property
Breakage of
windows

2 3 5 30 Ladders are suitable for the work intended
Ladders are purchased from suitable suppliers
Ladders are kept in good condition
Defective ladders will be taken out of use and repaired or replaced
Only trained and authorised persons may use ladders
Ladders will be capable of extending 1 metre above landing place
Fixed ladders will have anti-slip surfaces
Ladders will be properly secured for use or a second person will be allocated to hold
ladder

Mobile Platforms,
Cherry Pickers and
Fixed Platforms
Danger of hitting
pedestrians or property
Falls from heights
Tools or equipment
falling onto persons
working or passing on
lower level
Danger of hitting or
damaging electric
cables or fixtures

Various personal
injury including
manual handling
injuries
Injury to others
Harm to other
machines,
equipment or
property

3 3 5 45 Equipment will conform to appropriate legislation and machinery standards
Permit to be completed at security work prior to work commencing.
Full body Safety harnesses to be worn as required.
Adequate and suitable guarding, hand rails, toe boards and safety devices are
provided
Suitable warning signals fitted
Equipment purchased from suitable suppliers
Working and climbing surfaces are suitable
Working surfaces will be kept clear of loose objects
Items will be passed by hand to avoid objects falling
Hoists and lifting equipment to be used where possible, to avoid manual handling
Safe and suitable work layout
Hazard and Risk Assessments carried out as required
Only trained and authorised staff may operate equipment
Equipment is included as part of the Preventative Maintenance Programme
Suitable and safe power sources for all equipment
Suitable PPE provided

Fuels and Oils in
Containers
Fire hazard
Handling hazard

Burns
Skin disorders

2 2 5 20 Suitable storage and layout of premises
Fire Policy in place
Hazards and Risk Assessments carried out as necessary
Suitable PPE provided



Hazard Identified
Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Hot Work – cutting,
welding, grinding and
burning
Fire
Inhalation of fumes,
vapours or dusts
Ejection of material
being worked on or
equipment parts
Danger from gas where
used
Eye can be affected by
looking directly at
welding

Various personal
injury
Injury to others
Burns
Occupational lung
disease

2 3 5 30 Equipment will conform to appropriate legislation and equipment standards
Adequate and suitable guarding will be provided where necessary
Equipment will be purchased from suitable suppliers
Staff are reminded not to look directly at welding (light)
Hot Work Permit System used and strictly adhered to
Hazard and Risk Assessments carried out as necessary
Only trained and authorised person may carry out hot work
Equipment is included as part of the Preventative Maintenance Programme
Suitable and safe power sources for equipment
Gas cylinders checked before use and used in accordance with manufactures
instructions
Suitable PPE provided

Compressed Air
Bursting of pipework
Pressure from force of
compressed air if direct
at a person (including
user)

Cuts
Eye injury
Heart related injuries

3 3 5 45 Equipment and appliances will conform to appropriate legislation and equipment
standards
Adequate and suitable guarding will be provided where necessary
Equipment will be purchased from suitable suppliers
Hazard and Risk Assessments carried out as necessary
Only trained and authorised persons may use compressed air
Equipment checked as part of the Preventative Maintenance Programme
Compressed air if used correctly generally considered safe. If used incorrectly, it can
be very dangerous or even fatal. Staff are reminded of this, and site strict rule on NO
HORSEPLAY
Suitable PPE provided



Hazard Identified
Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Power Hoses – mobile
and fixed lines
Bursting of pipework
Pressure from force of
water if directed at a
person (including user)
Damage to property
from force of water
Electrical hazards from
water, pressure from
hoses

Cuts
Eye injury
Heart related injuries
Property damage
(mainly water
damage)

3 3 5 45 Equipment and appliances will conform to appropriate legislation and equipment
standards
Adequate and suitable guarding will be provided where necessary
Equipment will be purchased from suitable suppliers
Hazard and Risk Assessments carried out as necessary
Only trained and authorised persons may use power hoses
Equipment is included as part of the Preventative Maintenance Programme
Power Hoses if used correctly is generally considered safe. If used incorrectly, it can
be very dangerous or even fatal. Staff are reminded of this, and site strict rule on NO
HORSEPLAY
Suitable PPE provided

Fire
Fire hazards exist
throughout the
premises. Where you
have people,
combustible materials ,
oils, electric wires and
cables etc. there is
always the possibility
of fire

Burns
Inhalation
Suffocation
Property damage

3 4 5 60 Design and layout of building
Suitable machines and equipment with a suitable layout
Suitable storage for items
Work areas kept tidy
Rubbish emptied on a regular basis
Modern fire alarm and sensor system in place. This is checked and tested as required
Emergency Plan in place
Adequate and suitable fire fighting equipment in place
Fire Exits are kept clear at all times

Bund assessments -
Fire
Inhalation of fumes,
vapours or dusts
Slips
Trips
Falls
Spillages / Wet Floors
General
Non-chemical spillage

Burns
Inhalation
Suffocation
Various personnel
injury

2 3 3 30 Bund walls do not exceed 1.5 metres in height.
Any fire-fighting operations could not be hindered.
Relatively easy egress from a bunded area in the event of an emergency
Natural ventilation is encouraged in the bunded area.
A clearance of not less than 750 m between the inside face of the bunded walls and
the outer surface of any primary tank.
Access for routine visual inspection and maintenance can be easily carried out.
Where possible, and particularly if the primary tank is liable to corrosion, a
clearance of less than 600m should be provided between the base of the primary
tank and the bund floor.



Hazard Identified Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Electricity
Water
Overloaded circuits
Incorrect voltage
Poor earthing
Equipment or machines
in bad repair
Use of unsuitable tools
Lightning
General wear and tear
on equipment, wiring
and cables
Cables, equipment etc.
being tampered with
Unauthorised persons
using equipment

Electric Shock – low
voltage to high
voltage – can vary
from minor injury to
fatal injury
Burns – minimal to
severe
Respiratory – from
vaporised metal or
heated air
Injury due to fall
Heart related injuries
Neurological (nerve)
injury
Property loss

3 4 1 12 Reducing transformers are serviced by authorised and competent persons
All electrical installation and repair work is carried out by competent persons
Electrical equipment is included as part of the Preventative Maintenance Programme
Suitable electrical equipment and installations are used in all areas, including wet
areas
Electrical supplies and fittings are purchased from reputable manufactures and
suppliers
Fuses, circuit breakers and other equipment is correctly rated for its use
Access to electrical boards and circuits is restricted and guarded where necessary
Equipment will only be used in accordance with the manufactures instructions
Authorised entry only to switch room etc.
Hazard and Risk Assessments carried out where required
Suitable PPE provided
SAFETY REMINDERS
Staff are reminded: NEVER USE WATER ON AN ELECTRICAL FIRE
If a person has received a severe electrical shock and is unconscious
or still attached to electrical source, never move them with unprotected hands,

ALWAYS USE A NON-CONDUCTING MATERIAL e.g. wooden handle of brush
Any damage to electrical equipment, circuits, cables or wires must be reported at
once and isolated
Authorised persons working on electrical systems should always reference the
manufacturers instructions etc.
Authorised persons working on electrical systems should always ensure that
operating procedures are up to date and are suitable for the conditions
Ensure work area is made safe



Hazard Identified
Related injury /
loss

Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place

Hazardous Substances \
Chemicals
Contact with eyes or
skin
Inhalation
Ingestion
Absorption
Fire
Explosion
Accidental  spillage

Fatal
Short and Long-term
health effects
Eye strain
Minor health effects
– skin irritation etc.
Cancers
Genetic effects
damage
Burns
Damage to
environment
Please note:
Health effects will
vary depending on
the substance,
exposure time and
entry route

2 4 5 40 Substances will only be purchased from reputable manufactures and suppliers
MSDS will be provided in accordance with legislation
Substances will be clearly labelled in accordance with legislation by manufactures
and suppliers
Only trained and authorised persons can use or handle chemicals
Training will be provided as necessary
Hazard and Risk Assessments will be carried out as necessary
Suitable and adequate storage is provided for all substances
Only necessary substances will be purchased– where possible these substances will
be substituted by less hazardous substances where available
All chemicals must be first approved by the Health & Safety Department prior to
purchase..
Drip trays etc. will be provided as necessary
Standard Operating Procedures will be adhered to at all times
Suitable PPE provided where necessary



Hazard Identified Related injury / loss Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place
Display Screen
Equipment
Poor ergonomic  layout
Inadequate lighting
Glare on screen
Tripping hazards from
trailing leads and cables
Electrical hazards
Noise – from printers
Spillage from toner
cartridges
Repetitive movements

Physical fatigue
Musculo-skeletal
related injuries
Eye strain and
headaches
Repetitive Strain
Injury
Injuries from trips or
falls
Skin irritation
Electric shock

2 3 5 30 All equipment supplied will be in accordance with legislation
All equipment will be fitted by competent persons
All associated fittings and furnishing will be suitable
The company will comply with current legislation in relation to display screen
equipment
Equipment will be purchased from reputable manufactures and suppliers
Only trained and authorised person can use or handle display screen equipment
Equipment will be used in accordance with supplier’s instructions
Training will be provided as necessary
Work place \ station assessments will be carried out as required
Work layout will be suitable
Display screen equipment users will report any faults immediately to their manager
Eye Tests are available on written request to the Health and Safety Officer
Adequate rest breaks are provided

Work Equipment –
Office Areas
Poor ergonomic
layout
Inadequate lighting
Tripping hazards from
trailing leads, cables
and equipment
Electrical hazards
Noise – from shredders
etc.
Spillage from toner
cartridges from
photocopiers etc.
Passenger lift getting
stuck

Manual handling
related injuries
Injuries from trips or
falls
Skin irritation – from
cartridge toners
Electric shock
Claustrophobia

2 3 5 30 All equipment supplied will be in accordance with legislation
All equipment will be fitted by competent persons
All associated fittings and furnishing will be suitable
Equipment will be purchased from reputable manufactures and suppliers
Equipment will be used in accordance with manufactures and suppliers instructions
Work layout will be suitable
Only trained and authorised persons can use or handle work equipment
Training will be provided as necessary
Workplace assessments will be carried out as required
Staff are reminded of their legal duty to report faults in work equipment immediately
to their supervisor



Hazard Identified Related injury / loss Num Sev Lik RR Check what Controls are in Place
Cables, Wires and
Extension Leads
Trips, slips and falls
Electrical hazards

Various personal
injury
Electric shock

1 3 2 6 Work layout will be suitable
Cables, wires and leads will be suspended where possible, otherwise they will be
suitably tied and made safe
All staff are reminded of their duty to report faults without delay

Personal Protective
Clothing and
Equipment (PPE)
Hazards can be created
by using incorrect PPE
for the job

Various personal
injury from not using
PPE, using incorrect
PPE or incorrect
wearing \ using of
PPE

2 2 2 8 Suitable PPE is purchased for the job intended
PPE will only be purchased from reputable manufactures and suppliers
PPE will carry the CE mark and other relevant identification marks in accordance
with legislation
All PPE will be ordered directly from your supervisor or manager
Worn or damaged PPE will be replaced by your supervisor
Staff are reminded of their legal duty to wear PPE where required
Checks on the wearing of PPE will be carried out and recorded

Pressure Vessels, and
connecting pipes
Hot surfaces.
Slips from wet floors \
spillage
Manual handling

Burns – minimal to
severe
Possible fatal injury
Eye injuries from
splashes
Manual handling
related injuries

2 4 10 80 All equipment supplied will be in accordance with legislation
All equipment will be fitted by competent persons
All fittings will be suitable
Equipment will be purchased from reputable manufactures and suppliers
Equipment will be used in accordance with manufactures and suppliers instructions
Work layout will be suitable
Only trained and authorised persons can use or handle equipment
Training will be provided as necessary
Staff are reminded of their legal duty to report faults in work equipment immediately
to their supervisor
Do not handle or touch hot surfaces on cookers or connecting pipes
Vessels are fitted with safety guards
All cooking equipment is included in the Preventative Maintenance Programme
Floors are cleaned on a regular basis and spillages will be cleaned up immediately
Manual Handling Training
Mechanical Lifting Equipment
Cargo Lifts / Hoists
Trolleys / Tote Bins provided for moving ingredients etc.
SOPs for relevant areas



Hazard Identified Related injury / loss Num Sev Lik RR Controls in Place
Heat Transfer Fluid
Can enter the body by
inhalation or ingestion
Skin irritation
Vapour may have a
narcotic effect in high
concentrations

Can cause irritation
to eyes and
respiratory tract
Can cause dermatitis
Narcotic effects

2 3 5 30 All equipment supplied will be in accordance with legislation
All equipment will be fitted by competent persons
All fittings will be suitable
Equipment will be purchased from reputable manufactures and suppliers
Equipment will be used in accordance with manufactures and suppliers instructions
Work layout will be suitable
Only trained and authorised persons can use or handle equipment
Strict NO SMOKING rule in place
MSDS held by the Maintenance Department
Suitable eye wash stations (flush eyes with cold water for at least 3 minutes and seek
medical attention) are in place along with first aid facilities.
Storage container will be suitable
Means of disposal will be suitable

Confined space Fatal
Short and Long-term
health effects
Suffocation

2 5 5 50 Equipment will conform to appropriate legislation and equipment standards
Confined space Permit System used and strictly adhered to
Hazard and Risk Assessments carried out as necessary
Only trained and authorised person may carry out confined space work
Equipment is included as part of the Preventative Maintenance Programme
Suitable and safe power sources for equipment
Suitable PPE provided


